Eva: A-7603

1. “The invasion of Poland brought two million Jews into the Reich’s hold, removal increasingly became ________________.”

2. Eva Kor was from the city of ________________, Romania.

3. The neighboring country, ________________, occupied Romania causing direct changed for Eva and her family.

4. The movie entitled, “____________________________” was a propaganda film that Eva and her sister had to watch at school and labeled the “unwanted” in society.

5. How many concentration camps were established early on in the war? ________________.

6. What year did Auschwitz become a fully functioning death camp? ________________.

7. The largest concentration camp was known as Auschwitz II or ________________.

8. Eva states that she and her family were trapped in a cattle car for ________ days.

9. Nearly ________% of individuals were taken immediately marched to the gas chambers.

10. The reality was the right direction meant life or labor and the ___________ direction at the selection ramp meant ________________.

11. Dr. Josef Mengele’s research for twins wanted German mothers to not only give birth to ________________, but twins who were genetically a part of a ________________ race.

12. Eva remembered clearly Mengele’s comments regarding her health after being administered a deathly injection. She stated, “I knew he, (Mengele), was right, but I ___________ to ________________.

13. American ________________ that flew overhead of Auschwitz gave Eva ________________.

14. January ____________th, 1945, the Russians rescued or liberated the surviving victims at Auschwitz.

15. One and a half years after leaving their home, Eva and Miriam returned to their farm. Disappointingly, Eva stated, “The home I dreamed about was only ________________.

16. Out of the ________ thousand twins experimented on at Auschwitz, only ___________ survived.

17. Eva’s ________________ was also a ________________ survivor from the camp Buchenwald.

18. Eva became an official American citizen in ________________ (just year).
19. Describe Eva’s reaction when she was asked if becoming an American citizen was a big deal?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20. Most people around Eva while she lived in the United States did not want to talk about the subject of the _________________________.

21. Eva once fussed at a teacher because ____________ eggs were being “wasted” instead of being eaten or used as food.

22. Describe at least one way Eva’s neighbors “attacked” Eva and her family because they were Jewish?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

23. What was the title of the documentary-drama, television film that drew more attention to the history regarding the crimes of the Nazis? _________________________

24. Eva’s goal was very clear regarding her ambitions. She needed to find the other ________________.

25. In _____________ (year), an event took place called the American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors, but very few ______________________ spoke. This troubled Eva.

26. Eva believed that the Mengele twins needed more of a voice, so she created the organization entitled: ___________________________ this stands for Children of ___________________________ Nazi Deadly Lab _____________________ Survivors.

27. At the 40th Anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz, Eva had the idea of taking the twins back to the scene of the _________________. She wanted the world to see them and _________________________ them.

28. In ________________ (year), Eva was a part of a mock trial for __________________________, and this sparked the biggest ___________ -hunt in history, ______________ of dollars were being offered for Dr. Mengele’s location.

29. In 1986, Eva was taken away when she attempted to protest at a Days of ________________ event in the Capital Rotunda.

30. Eva was able to connect with a doctor from Auschwitz, ____________________________, and he helped her confirm and document the use of the gas chambers, and as a result she wanted to _____________ him and offered him-______________________

31. In 1995, the __________ the Anniversary, Eva returned to Auschwitz armed with ________________, not ________________.

32. Eva quotes, “Anger is a seed for ________________, Forgiveness is a seed for ________________.”
33. Through her museum, educational programs and speeches, she educates with this theme or statement, “Let us remove _______________ and prejudice and let it begin with __________.”

34. What famous medicine brand was mentioned as a possible contributor to some of the experiments at Auschwitz? ____________________________

35. November 18th, 2003, what hate crime was committed against the CANDLES museum? ___________________________________________________________________________

36. ____________ Blitzer is a famous journalist and news anchor and his parents actually survived the ________________.

37. The policeman who pulled Eva from the Days of Remembrance in 1986, eventually visited Eva at her museum. What did Eva tell the policeman about why she screamed that day? ___________________________________________________________________________

38. Eva’s Buzzfeed video has been viewed over __________ million times since it when viral in 2017.

39. When Eva returns to Auschwitz, she sees herself not as a ____________, but as a __________________________ survivor.

40. Eva believes that her mother would want her to ________________ the world to _____________.
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